The aim of this paper is to provide some arguments for the effects of the adoption of the International Accounting Standards on firms. Therefore, IAS impact on firms' management and financial statements are analysed. Provided financial statements intend to support or reject findings in the literature for IAS effects on them.
Introduction
International Accounting is a field of academic interests which has significantly risen in the last couple of years. As such, it triggered heated debate among economists for putting forward different issues arising from the still vague boundaries of this scientific and practical area. The latter becomes important especially in emphasized conditions of international integration of firms, which in turn, provides them with more opportunities to approach new markets and therefore to increase their sales, and, of course, to obtain financing from the multinational financial markets. The last is accompanied with many obstacles. From the view of the accounting, outrunning those impediments calls for harmonization of international accounting (Combarros, 2000) . Rudhede and Wahlberg (2003) accentuate the lack of accounting synchronization and relate this with the investors' and companies' difficulties in understanding the variety of accounting principles among countries.
Hence, a supranational entity is needed to be titled for preparing, issuing and interpreting internationally accepted rules for the accounting practice. Such body is The International Accounting Standards Board, which is "committed to developing, in the public interest, a single set of high quality, global accounting standards that require transparent and comparable information in general purpose financial statements." (IASB, 2002, p.1).
International Accounting Standards, though, create a common language for defining, interpreting and publication of financial statements in the whole world (Blanc, 2003) .
Furthermore, their aim is "to provide a standardized and coherent sight of the companies to the shareholders and investors" (p.4).
Establishing International Accounting Standards should enhance firms' performance in many ways. Houston and Reinstein (2001) point out that international accounting harmonization will trim down the costs of doing business, especially across national borders, than will contribute towards greater efficiency of the market regulations and will reduce the costs for conducting financial statements analysis and investments in international context.
For the purposes of this paper, the effects of International Accounting Standards' (IAS) adoption on firms are considered in two directions: their impact on the firms' management and their influence on financial statements. Hence, the remainder of the paper is organized as follows: firstly, the IAS effects on management and decision making process are examined referring to the available literature and an interview with a financial manager.
Than, IAS impact on financial statements is discussed in general; and, in the last section Balance sheet and Income statement before and after adoption are presented and main changes under IAS are discussed.
IAS adoption effects on firms' management and decision making processes
Even though the main objective of the IAS is achieving convergence in presenting fair picture for the businesses through their financial statements (which aspect is analysed later), however, accepting IAS has broader impact on firms. For instance, Karamanou and Nishiotis Boseski, a financial manager in a company which has adopted IAS some years before, to compare management and decision making process in the firm which he works for, before and after IAS adoption. According to him, the main advantage of accepting IAS for the firm's management process is the availability of relevant, crucial and accurate information, which in turn are the platform for making good and accurate decisions. Indeed, compliance to IAS in the firm provided "more understandable, comparable, unified and valid information for the assets, liabilities, equity, revenues and costs", said Mr. Boseski, and therefore enabled solid basis for acquiring valid information for the firm. Moreover, according to him, this further afforded investors to make more reliable estimations for the firm when they attempted investing in it last year. Literature also (Dumontier and Raffouriner, 1998 ) supports this view, emphasizing that the IAS-complied firm supplies superior information, which in turn helps in attaining better financing conditions. "Another important area where IAS adoption was effectuated in our case was the opportunity of other firms -our business partners, which have adopted IAS also, to precisely assess our company, in regards to the potential risk in the business relations, but also in regard to the possibility of eventual further mergers and making our business activity broader in the future" -says Mr. Boseski. Moreover, the IAS adoption facilitated the firm in making comparisons with the competitors on a sustainable basis; this further evoked confident information for its position in the branch.
In the above line of thinking, some articles (Karamanou and 
IAS adoption effects on financial statements

Theoretical aspect
Although IAS adoption effects could be considered in many ways, the core IAS influence on a firm which has accepted and implemented them, is to its financial statements. In the same line of thinking, Barth et al (2005) found that companies that have adopted IAS experience more volatility in net income. Further, they found that these firms "evidence less earnings management, more timely loss recognition and more value relevance of accounting amounts" (p.5), compared with firms that haven't adopted IAS.
Due to the lack of available literature for this topic, further a case study is examined, where implications of certain IAS on financial statements' figures are pointed out.
Case study: Saint-Gobain Key Impacts of the IAS application
In order to see the impact of adopting IAS on financial statements, in this section a case study is analysed. For that purpose, Saint-Gobain Group is chosen. Saint-Gobain Group is a world-wide producer of high-tech products and comprises more than 1200 consolidated companies all over the world (Saint-Gobain Group web site). Operating in various countries and various accounting environments, this group needed compliance with IAS (IFRS) in order to achieve more reliable picture for its world-wide business. Therefore, IAS were applied retroactively on the opening financial statements at the date of adoption - Further, changes under concrete IAS that mostly influenced them are analyzed.
Impacts on the Balance Sheet
The main impact on Group's financial statements of switching to IFRS is on the opening Balance Sheet. As it can be seen from the Appendix-1, the key changes are (SaintGobain Group, 2005):
• Decrease in shareholders' equity for 7,6%;
• Increase in debt for 11,7%; and therefore
• Increase in gearing ratio, from 46,5% under GAAP to 57% under IFRS.
Further analysing these effects of adopting IFRS, the following could be inferred. The main impacts of accepting IAS on opening Balance Sheet, besides IFRS-1, are:
• Decrease in goodwill under IFRS-3, which is due to the re-measuring the foreign operations according to IAS-21 and also, the negative goodwill cancellation;
• Increase in property, plant and equipment, which, when applied IAS-16 comes up with a greater figure, mainly reflecting the retrospective increase in the useful lives of these assets and also the resulting write-back of depreciation. Here, the Group has applied the depreciated cost method (Saint-Gobain Group, 2005) set out in IAS-16, which directly results in an increase in the net book value of PPE at 1 st January;
• Further, under IAS-38 -Intangible assets, retail brands are recognized as indefinitelived intangible assets;
• Employee benefits recognized under IAS-19 -a decrease which is due to the "full recognition of cumulative actuarial gains and losses at 1 st January, 2004" (p.105).
Under this IAS, the Group passed on including the interest cost referring to pensions, which previously was included in operating items. The latter corresponds with reduction in shareholders' equity;
• Increase in deferred tax under IAS-12 which reflects all above restatements under the other applied IAS, but the main impact comes from the pension and post-retirement benefits under IAS-19; also the change is due to "a recognition of additional deferred tax on certain acquired retail brands, benefiting from a reduced tax rate" (p.108);
• Finally, in order to achieve more comparative figures, the Group decided on applying IAS-32 and 39 of financial instruments, which has resulted in certain-item increase. All above IASs had certain impact on the net debt too. Not citing the specific reasons for such change, it could be inferred that the net debt has increased for 11,7%, resulting in increase in gearing ratio.
Impacts on the Income Statement
Main IAS-adoption impacts on Income Statement (shown in Appendix-2) are:
• Increase in sales and operating income and therefore increase in operating margin from 8,2 to 8,5%; 
Conclusion
Several conclusions could be derived from the above supplied arguments. First and the most direct effect of applying IAS is that on financial statements. The last section has shown that figures must be restated under IAS. Further, deepen analysis is needed to explore every impact that certain-standard adoption has on the financial statements. Every company could be significantly influenced from a couple of standards and hence these effects should be taken in consideration.
But, as stated above, not only direct, but adopting IAS has a lot of indirect consequences on firms. In this line of thinking, their effects on management and decision making process could be considered as important, than their impact on the cost of capital, on the availability of relevant and crucial information, on the management's accountability etc.
To sum up, the effects of adopting IAS on firms are multiple, positive and noteworthy. The very adopting process is accompanied with many obstacles, but than, IAScomplied accounting supplies more reliable picture for the business, and therefore contributes for a higher value of the firm.
